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1.0 Introduction
Longer duration construction and maintenance activities are typically entered into road condition
reporting systems (RCRS) and/or advanced traffic management system (ATMS) to alert TMC operators
and the traveling public. However, fast changing and shorter duration activities can be challenging and
time consuming to enter and therefore these events are not always entered to alert TMC operators or the
traveling public of lane or shoulder closures.
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) leveraged “model” system engineering products
(concept of operations and requirements) from an ENTERPRISE Pooled Fund project to guide a pilot
deployment of an integrated Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) solution to report the location and
operational status of arrow boards in real-time to MnDOT’s Regional Transportation Management Center
(RTMC) systems. This pilot project first modified the system engineering documents for MnDOT’s needs
and then equipped 20 arrow boards (trailer mounted and truck mounted) used by Twin Cities metro area
maintenance shops with the functionality to export status and location for stationary and mobile/rolling
closures. The last step included integrating the reported arrow board status information with MnDOT’s
ATMS and MnDOT’s traveler information system.
The partners for this project included:
•

•

•

•

Street Smart – developed a self-contained monitoring unit that was
installed on existing MnDOT arrow boards. The system collected and
communicated arrow board data to a Street Smart Arrow Board
(SmartAB) server. See Figure 1.
MnDOT – programmed updates to MnDOT’s ATMS -- Intelligent
Roadway Information System (IRIS) -- for it to access the Street Smart
SmartAB server and process the available arrow board information.
Castle Rock – programmed updates to MnDOT’s traveler information
systems, Condition Acquisition and Reporting System (CARS), for it to
access the arrow board information in IRIS, process the information,
and generate reports for the 511 web, app, and social media.
Athey Creek – customized the “model” system engineering
documents developed by ENTERPRISE for this MnDOT pilot project,
provided overall project management, and conducted the
requirements testing documented in this report.

This document provides a checklist of the requirements that were met or not met, as described in the
system engineering document “MnDOT’s Real-Time Integration of Arrow Board Messages into Traveler
Information System Concept of Operations and Requirements, January 2018” that was developed for this
project. The requirements testing included conducting a live field test where one of the 20 MnDOT
maintenance vehicles equipped with a smart arrow board traveled along Hwy 36 to test a stationary lane
closure and then a mobile lane closure. Project partners viewed and documented the field test results at
MnDOT’s RTMC on September 27, 2018.
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The requirements testing outlined in this document was not intended to be an exhaustive system testing
process. Rather, the intent of this report is to document a high-level systems engineering analysis
following the integration process for arrow board notifications into MnDOT’s traveler information
system. This high-level analysis documented the functionality of the system as it was deployed. A
separate forthcoming detailed evaluation is expected to be conducted by the ENTERPRISE Transportation
Pooled Fund, which will be informed by this high-level analysis.

2.0 System Overview
The checklist used for requirements testing noted in this document are presented separately for two
independent systems as depicted in Error! Reference source not found.
1) Portable Arrow Board System - The portable arrow board and the connected vendor Arrow Board
Reporting System that gathers and communicates data, and
2) MnDOT Systems – They are systems that are managed and operated by the RTMC and associated
data communication and processing capabilities, including:
a) IRIS, which is MnDOT’s ATMS;
b) CARS, which is MnDOT’s RCRS and Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS);
c) MnDOT traveler information dissemination mechanisms such as dynamic message signs
(DMS) and 511 web, apps, and social media feeds; and
d) IRIS data archives that allow users to access data for performance reporting and evaluation.

Figure 1: Project Systems - Portable Arrow Boards and MnDOT Systems, including CARS, IRIS, traveler information
dissemination mechanisms, and data archives
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As a part of this effort, MnDOT identified a total of 20 arrow board trucks and trailers for the installation
of an Arrow Board Reporting System by Street Smart (See Figures 2 and 3), which collected and
communicated arrow board data to the Street Smart Arrow Board (SmartAB) server. At the same time,
MnDOT staff programmed updates to IRIS for it to access the SmartAB server and process the available
arrow board information. Finally, MnDOT contracted Castle Rock to program updates to CARS for it to
access the arrow board information in IRIS, process the information, and generate reports for the 511
website and apps. These efforts describe the system that was examined using the requirements checklist
in this document.
Photo courtesy of Street Smart

Photo courtesy of Street Smart

Figure 2: Installation of a Street Smart
arrow board monitoring unit on an
existing MnDOT arrow board

Figure 3: Street Smart arrow board
monitoring unit on the back of a MnDOT
arrow board
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3.0 Planning for Requirements Testing
The high-level analysis of the Arrow Board Reporting System requirements was not intended to follow a
formal test plan or constitute an exhaustive system testing process that would examine every equipped
arrow board. Instead, the intent was to document the system as implemented by examining the
performance of a single arrow board. It is understandable and expected that the deployed system would
include some variations from the vision documented in the system requirements due to various hardware,
software, or deployment limitations that require changes during implementation. The intent of this highlevel analysis was to document those changes that update the vision presented in the system
requirements document to more accurately reflect how the system was actually deployed.
It was envisioned that this high-level analysis would require an equipped arrow board to be active to verify
many of the system requirements. For example, although IRIS, CARS, and the vendor-hosted SmartAB
website archive information, the precise times at which an equipped arrow board was activated in the
field may not be known.
The high-level analysis of requirements related to the Arrow Board Reporting System and MnDOT Systems
was completed in one or more of the following ways:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Access to 511 to view the active Arrow Board Reporting System event. 511 does not archive events,
so an Arrow Board Reporting System needed to be active during the test.
Access to CARS to view the active Arrow Board Reporting System event. CARS has a 5-day archive to
view events, so the Arrow Board Reporting System event could be reviewed after the test.
A field test of the Arrow Board Reporting System, which occurred on a roadway for a mobile lane
closure and stationary road closure. For many requirements, the field test required simultaneous
viewing of the vendor-hosted SmartAB website, IRIS, CARS, and/or 511. The lane closures were also
visible from the RTMC CCTV cameras for verification.
Access to IRIS to view the active and archived Arrow Board Reporting System event.
Access to the SmartAB website to view Arrow Board Reporting System events that are active and
archived.
Verbal consensus between MnDOT project staff, Arrow Board Reporting System vendor, MnDOT IRIS
programmers, and/or CARS programmers. This was used to supplement findings on any requirement
with anecdotal evidence to support or provide additional explanation for the result.

For every requirement, comments from MnDOT staff, Street Smart, CARS programmers, and MnDOT IRIS
programmers were welcome to supplement this analysis.
Athey Creek worked with MnDOT staff, Street Smart, CARS programmers, and MnDOT IRIS programmers
to develop a schedule for the requirements testing. MN-36 was identified as the testing location given it
is present in the IRIS roadway nodes system and also located near the RTMC where the project team was
meeting and the MnDOT Maintenance Facility on Maryland Avenue. MnDOT staff agreed that it was best
to minimize the duration of a lane closure on any MnDOT roadway. As such, it was determined to stage
both a mobile lane closure and a stationary lane closure along MN-36 for a duration of 10-15 minutes
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each to allow sufficient time for these test events to appear in the SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS interfaces
given the inherent latency. The SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS systems would archive the data from these test
lane closures for further examination of all remaining requirements later in the day. MnDOT, the Arrow
Board vendor, and Castle Rock staff would also take screenshots of SmartAB, IRIS, CARS, and 511 during
the test lane closure events to supplement the requirements walkthrough.
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4.0 Requirements Testing: September 27, 2018
Requirements testing took place on Thursday, September 27,
2018. Project team members from Street Smart, MnDOT, Castle
Rock, and Athey Creek met at the RTMC at 8:00 am to prepare
for the day. Additional MnDOT staff arrived at 9:30 am, at which
time attendees were provided an overview of the Arrow Board
Reporting System, the objectives of the project, and how it
communicates data to populate SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS.
Arrow Board Reporting System number 215333 was used for the
requirements testing that was conducted. The weather during
the test lane closure was overcast, but with no precipitation.
This unit is a truck-mounted arrow board based out of the
Maryland Avenue Maintenance Garage. MnDOT staff drove the
Figure 4: MnDOT Maintenance Truck used
truck (See Figure 4) and Athey Creek staff documented the times
during the 9.27.18 testing
and display of the activated arrow board from the truck, while
staff from MnDOT, Street Smart, Athey Creek, and Castle Rock monitored the arrow board location and
activity on CCTV cameras and the interfaces for SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS at the RTMC.
The arrow board truck was driven north on I-35E to MN-36 west where it was activated at 10:31 am for a
mobile left lane closure. Complications within the systems prevented this from being a successful test.
While the systems were being examined, the arrow board truck was driven to the RTMC for the project
team to see how the Arrow Board Reporting System device was connected to the truck. Modifications
were made to the Arrow Board Reporting System, then the arrow board was activated for a series of tests
in the MnDOT Waters Edge parking lot beginning at 11:29 am to confirm that the systems were working
properly. As shown in Table 1, the system modifications resulted in verification that the SmartAB data was
successfully transferred to IRIS.
Table 1: Documented Times Arrow Board Reporting System 9.27.18 INITIAL TESTING
Activity
Arrow Board
SmartAB
MN-36 westbound test mobile left lane closure from I-35E to Snelling Avenue

IRIS

Note: Complications within the system prevented the data from SmartAB to reach IRIS.

Right arrow on
Reach ~20 mph speed
Display off
MnDOT RTMC Parking Lot

10:31:00 am
10:32:50 am
10:43:10 am

10:32:31 am
10:44:31 am

-

Note: Modifications were made and the system was tested to verify the SmartAB data reached IRIS.

Left arrow on
Caution on
Left arrow on
Caution on
Display off

11:29:00 am
11:35:05 am
11:37:52 am
11:43:45 am
11:47:15 am

11:30:01 am
11:35:59 am
11:39:32 am
11:45:28 am
-
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Figure 5 below provides a screen shot of the Street Smart user interface that shows the arrow board on
MN-36 westbound at 10:31 am. This user interface is not available to the public but provides MnDOT
maintenance supervisors with a resource to view the arrow board status of equipped vehicles and trucks.

Right Arrow on at
10:31 am

Figure 5: Screenshot of Street Smart user interface at 10:31 am during the Initial Testing

After the parking lot testing, the arrow
board went back ono MN-36 for a 2nd
series of on-road testing. The arrow
board truck was used to initiate a
stationary right lane closure on MN-36
eastbound just past the Lexington
Avenue exit from 11:53 am to 12:03pm,
followed by a mobile left lane closure
from that point eastbound on MN-36 at
12:16 pm until 12:31 pm. These two
tests were successfully viewed in the
SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS interfaces. The
documented times for the test lane
closures on MN-36 and as visible in
SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS are shown in

Photo courtesy of Castle Rock

Figure 6: Photo of RTMC Camera view during the Mobile Lane Closure
Testing
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Table .
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Table 2: Documented Times of the Arrow Board Reporting System STATIONARY and MOBILE LANE
CLOSURES
Activity
Arrow Board
SmartAB
IRIS
CARS
MN-36 eastbound test stationary right lane closure at Lexington Avenue exit
NOTE: Successful test. Event viewed in the SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS interfaces.

Left arrow on
11:53:10 am
11:53:49 am
11:53 am
Caution on
12:03:40 pm
12:04:38 pm
MN-36 westbound test mobile left lane closure from Lexington Avenue to I-35E

11:55 am
-

NOTE: Successful test. Event viewed in the SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS interfaces.

Right arrow on
Begin moving
Reach ~15 mph

12:08:18 pm
12:16:08 pm
12:16:45 pm

12:09:25 pm
not captured
12:16:48 pm

Begin to exceed 30 mph 12:31:00 pm
Display off
12:32:54 pm

12:34:38 pm

12:10 pm
12:18 pm
12:22 pm just
east of Dale
Street
12:35 pm

12:11 pm
12:21 pm
12:23 pm at Rice
Street
-

Figure 7 below provides a screen shot of the IRIS screen that displays the location of the arrow board on
MN-36 westbound at 11:53 am during the stationary lane closure test.

Left Arrow on at
11:53 am

Figure 7: Screenshot of IRIS during the Stationary Lane Closure Test at 11:53 am

Figure 8 provides a screenshot of the traffic story emerging in CARS and 511 at 12:11 pm during the
stationary lane closure test, Figure 9 illustrates the desktop and mobile display on 511 at 11:55 am during
the stationary lane closure, and Figure 10 illustrates the mobile work site reports in the 511 display that
is automatically updated every 1-2 minutes. Figure 11 shows an example of a right lane closure being
tweeted automatically to MnDOT’s Twitter feed.
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Figure 8: Screenshot of traffic story displayed on CARS and 511 during the Stationary Lane Closure Test at 12:11 pm

Figure 9: Screenshot of 511 desktop and mobile display during the Stationary Lane Closure Test at 11:55 am.

Figure 10: Screenshot of CARS every 1-2 minutes during the Mobile Lane Closure Test
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Figure 11: Right lane closure on Minnesota’s Twitter feed, driven by Smart Arrow Board

After lunch, the project team reconvened at the RTMC and walked through each requirement. The
successful tests on MN-36 eastbound were used as reference and notes were taken to document
exceptions or modifications to the requirements, as noted in the following section. Requirements were
reviewed in order, with staff from Street Smart, MnDOT, and Castle Rock respectively providing the verbal
assent and visual confirmations that each requirement was met for the Arrow Board Reporting System
and SmartAB, IRIS, and CARS, or noting differences in the implemented system from the requirement.
These findings are noted in the following two sections.
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5.0 Requirements Checklist: Functional and Non-Functional
Table 2 and Table 3 include the functional and non-functional requirements checklist for the Arrow Board
Reporting Systems. The Arrow Board Reporting System is comprised of the Arrow Board device deployed
in the field and the vendor-hosted server for this initial test deployment. The requirements in this section
focus on the data being collected, processed, and made available for the MnDOT RTMC to access via IRIS,
and are not concerned about other functions, such as where data is processed or how data is transferred
from the Arrow Board device to the vendor-hosted server.
The columns in Table 2 and Table 3 contain the following information:
• Column 1: Contains the identifying number (ID) of the requirement – as documented in MnDOT’s
Real-Time Integration of Arrow Board Messages into Traveler Information Systems Concept of
Operations and Requirements.
• Column 2: Contains each requirement – as documented in MnDOT’s Real-Time Integration of Arrow
Board Messages into Traveler Information Systems Concept of Operations and Requirements.
• Column 3: Includes notes documented during the testing on September 27, 2018.
• Column 4: Provides a place to mark whether the requirement was met or not during the MnDOT
test.
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Table 2: Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System

Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.1

AB.1.1

AB.1.2

AB.1.3

AB.1.4

Requirement

9.27.18 Testing Notes

Met?

The system shall periodically collect and process data when the Arrow Board is active.
The arrow board system is always on with
Street Smart monitoring devices installed
YES
The system shall collect data from the Arrow Board as soon as it is powered on
on maintenance trucks. It takes 2 to 3
by maintenance field staff.
minutes to boot up.
Trailer mounted arrow board
Not Tested
Collects data approximately every minute,
although data is pulled more frequently
when a unit is moving. If the unit is
moving updates are provided every 5 to
The system shall collect and process data at least once every two minutes.
10 seconds. If it is not moving it updates
YES
every 10 minutes. It can vary slightly
based on cell modems and bad cell
service areas.
The system shall collect and determine Arrow Board display status as one of
System indicates “Undefined” not “Error”
the following options:
when a unit is reporting outside of what
o Right: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons the detection algorithm expects.
o Left: flashing, double flashing, or sequential arrow, or sequential chevrons
o Caution: flashing line or corners or alternating diamonds to indicate work Right or Left is only reported in the
YES
area and shoulder closure
incident feed to IRIS. The Street Smart
o Others in compliance with MUTCD Figure 6F-6.
interface includes additional options that
o Error
could be added to the incident feed as
o Off or blank
desired.
The system shall collect current Arrow Board location as the latitude/longitude
of the Arrow Board device.
YES
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Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.1.5

AB.1.6

AB.1.7

Requirement

9.27.18 Testing Notes
Error messages are only available on the
vendor web interface.

Arrow Board Reporting System in not
functioning properly - If no data is
received from a unit beyond 4 days it
goes into an offline state. This duration is
customizable.
Arrow Board Reporting System is not
The system shall determine and report an error code when the basic system
generating a latitude/longitude - Units
functions of the Arrow Board are not performing properly, including: Arrow
reports if there is no GPS signal and they
Board Reporting System is not functioning properly; Arrow Board Reporting
are online. It is difficult to receive a GPS
System is not generating a latitude/longitude; a sensor is not functioning
signal in a truck station. There is not an
properly and providing an incorrect status message; and low battery.
automatic alert.
Sensor is not functioning properly and
providing incorrect status message There is no automatic alert if a sensor is
not functioning properly.
Low Battery - An email alert will be
disseminated if a battery is less than 11
volts. This is customizable.
If the arrow board is too far away from a
roadway it won’t, but otherwise will
The system shall determine and report additional Arrow Board location
report additional location information.
information, such as a text description of the location, e.g., nearest address.
This information is only provided on the
vendor provided web interface.
The system shall determine and report Arrow Board direction of travel as both The direction of travel is displayed on the
the course (NB) and display facing (display is facing SB) for each data message vendor web interface, but it not included
as one of the four cardinal directions.
in the incident message to IRIS.
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Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

9.27.18 Testing Notes
Not reported in the incident message,
The system shall collect Arrow Board display orientation to determine whether used by Street Smart to determine
AB.1.8 the Arrow Board device display is up to be visible to motorists, or in the down whether an incident message is provided.
position.
There are tilt sensors present in all the
installed units.
The system shall affix a timestamp to describe when data is prepared that is
AB.1.9
Set to CST, modifiable.
based on a standard time source to minimize time-based discrepancies.
The system shall determine the Arrow Board to be active for a lane closure
Available in incident feed and vendor web
AB.1.10 when the display is visible to motorists and the display status is active and
interface.
showing right or left.
The system shall determine when the Arrow Board is active for a shoulder
Available on vendor web interface.
AB.1.11 closure when the display is visible to motorists and the display status is
Information could be included in incident
showing caution.
message to IRIS as desired.

AB.2
AB.2.1
AB.2.2
AB.2.3

AB.2.4

AB.2.5

AB.2.6

Requirement

Met?

YES

YES
YES

YES

The system shall periodically provide incident messages when the Arrow Board indicates an active lane closure.
The system shall provide an incident message for an Arrow Board device only
when there is determined to be a lane closure.
The system shall prepare and format each incident message to be compiled for
an IRIS incident feed.
The system shall create and report an IRIS-compatible incident ID in each
prepared incident message that is unique to each new lane closure-related
activation.

All events in incident log are either
ab_right or ab_left events.
Incident feed is output as a CSV file,
formatted according to IRIS needs.
-

All units in incident feed will either show
The system shall use the Arrow Board left or right display indication to report a
ab_left or ab_right, units in any other
right or left lane closure in the incident message.
status will be excluded from the feed
Incident file is updated every 2 minutes. If
The system shall continue to provide data from the previous incident message a unit is in the feed and stops responding
given an error regarding the collection of valid data for a configurable amount it will be remain in the feed for (30)
of time.
minutes after which point it will be
removed. Timeout period is configurable.
The system shall compile incident messages from all active Arrow Board
devices into a single incident feed that is compatible with IRIS.
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Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.2.7
AB.2.8
AB.3
AB.3.1

AB.3.2

AB.3.3

AB.3.4
AB.4

AB.4.1

AB.4.2
AB.4.3

Requirement
9.27.18 Testing Notes
The system shall provide the incident feed at a location that can be accessed by http://smartarrowboard.com/smartab/at
IRIS.
ms/3.incident_feed.csv
The system shall update the data provided in the incident feed when a device is
active at least once every two minutes.

Met?

YES
YES

The system shall provide status messages when the device display is not active, given sufficient power.
Truck mounted
The system shall contain a power source that allows the communication device
Trailer mounts don’t have battery source.
to remain active when the Arrow Board device is inactive.
Only receive power when plugged in.
Available through the modem monitoring.
The system shall determine and report battery status at pre-defined intervals Has the capability to send email alerts.
when the device has sufficient power.
Available on the vendor-provided web
interface.
Mapping available through web-app. If
The system shall determine and report Arrow Board location as the mapped or
device is offline, its last known location
numeral latitude/longitude of the Arrow Board device at pre-defined intervals
and status will be displayed. Available on
when it has sufficient power.
the vendor-provided web interface.
The system shall determine and report additional Arrow Board location
Available on the vendor-provided web
information, e.g., a text description of the location as the nearest address when interface if the unit is close enough to a
it is inactive.
known roadway.

YES
NO

YES

YES

YES

The system shall indicate that it is no longer active.
It was assumed units would be installed
on arrow board trailers. The units they
were installed upon are always visible to
motorists because they are not folded
down during use.
The system shall determine an updated display status to indicate that the lane Icon will change with status in vendor
or shoulder closure is no longer active.
interface.
The system shall determine an updated display orientation status from the
Arrow Board to indicate that the lane or shoulder closure is no longer active.
The system shall determine when maintenance field staff change the Arrow
Board display status from left or right display and/or change the display
orientation so that it is not visible to passing motorists, in order to determine
that the device is no longer active for a lane closure.
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Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.4.4
AB.5
AB.5.1

AB.5.2

AB.5.3
AB.5.4
AB.5.5

Requirement
The system shall remove the incident ID and associated information provided
in the IRIS incident feed when the Arrow Board display is turned off or not
visible to passing motorists to indicate that the device is no longer active.

9.27.18 Testing Notes

-

Met?

YES

The system shall be capable of storing and providing historical data when queried by permitted users and for evaluation purposes.
The system shall contain a database that provides historical Arrow Board data
for queries and export by users with permission, including MnDOT staff and the
evaluation team.
The system shall contain a database that provides a historical Arrow Board data
record for each change in Arrow Board display status (e.g., left, right, caution,
blank) in the field, at a minimum. This includes both lane and shoulder
closures.
The system shall contain a database that provides historical Arrow Board data
records that include, at a minimum: Arrow Board latitude/longitude, display
status, display orientation, display direction, and timestamp.
The system shall retain the data for the duration of the contract period and be
provided to MnDOT on demand.
The system shall provide the database outputs in a standard file format, such
as a comma-separated value (CSV) or Excel-compatible file.
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YES

-
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Table 3: Non-Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System

Non-Functional Requirements Checklist for the Arrow Board Reporting System
Req. ID

AB.6
AB.6.1
AB.6.2
AB.6.3

AB.6.4

AB.6.5

AB.6.6
AB.7

AB.7.1

Requirement

9.27.18 Testing Notes

Met?

The system shall not require duties from maintenance field staff in addition to their current activities in order to operate.
The system shall be able to be placed in the field by maintenance field staff, as in the
current state with no additional effort required.
The system shall be able to be activated in the field by maintenance field staff, as in
the current state with no additional effort required.
The system shall be able to adjust the display as conditions change in the maintenance
work zone as a part of normal operations, as in the current state with no additional
effort required.
The system shall be able to be moved in the field by maintenance field staff as a part
of normal mobile work operations, as in the current state with no additional effort
required.
The system shall be able to be powered down in the field by maintenance field staff at
the end of the shoulder or lane closure, as in the current state with no additional
effort required.
The system shall be able to be removed from the roadway by maintenance field staff
at the end of the shoulder or lane closure, as in the current state with no additional
effort required.

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

The system shall be present on all Arrow Boards indicating lane closures within a single maintenance work zone, as available.
Street Smart does not provide
automatic multi-lane closure
detection, but if there are multiple
units present during a multi lane
The system shall be present on all Arrow Boards that are used to indicate a lane and
closure the relative positions of
shoulder closure within a single maintenance work zone, as resources are available, in
those units and their statuses
order to facilitate determination of a multiple-lane closure.
could be used to recognize a multilane closure. Street Smart could
provide the data, IRIS would need
to identify lane separation.
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6.0 Requirements Checklist: MnDOT Systems
This section presents the requirements checklist for each of the MnDOT Systems, including IRIS, CARS,
and 511.
The columns in
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Table 4 and
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Table 5 contain the following information:
• Column 1: Contains the identifying number (ID) of the requirement – as documented in MnDOT’s
Real-Time Integration of Arrow Board Messages into Traveler Information Systems Concept of
Operations and Requirements.
• Column 2: Contains each requirement – as documented in MnDOT’s Real-Time Integration of Arrow
Board Messages into Traveler Information Systems Concept of Operations and Requirements.
• Column 3: Includes notes documented during the testing on September 27, 2018.
• Column 4: Provides a place to mark whether the requirement was met or not during the MnDOT
test.
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Table 4: Requirements Checklist for IRIS

Requirements Checklist for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.1
IR.1.1
IR.1.2
IR.1.3

Requirement

9.27.18 Testing Notes

Met?

The system shall be capable of receiving Arrow Board Reporting System status data.
The system shall be capable of receiving data describing incident ID that directly relates to a
specific lane closure reported by an equipped Arrow Board.
The system shall be capable of receiving data describing Arrow Board-related lane closure
status.
The system shall be capable of receiving data describing Arrow Board location as the
latitude/longitude of the Arrow Board device.

YES
YES
YES

IR.1.4

The system shall be capable of accessing the Arrow Board incident feed.

-

YES

IR.1.5

The system shall directly access and ingest the Arrow Board incident feed every two
minutes.

Access every 10 seconds,
but it is configurable.

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

IR.2
IR.2.1
IR.2.2
IR.2.3
IR.2.4

The system shall process received Arrow Board Reporting System data.
The system shall process Arrow Board data from the incident feed immediately upon
receipt.
The system shall provide a timestamp to document when data was used in an IRIS incident
event.
The system shall determine when data is received from a new incident ID that was not
previously active.
The system shall determine the roadway and direction of travel that the Arrow Board device
display is facing from the received, sufficiently accurate latitude/longitude.

IR.2.5

The system shall determine when the display of the Arrow Board device has changed.

-

YES

IR.2.6

The system shall maintain an inventory of incident IDs and timestamp of most recent
message received in order to link and compare new incident feed data with created IRIS
incident events.

-

YES

IR.3
IR.3.1

The system shall prepare processed Arrow Board Reporting System incident feed data for ingest to IRIS.
The system shall be able to match the incident ID data in received Arrow Board information
to existing IRIS incident events.
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Requirements Checklist for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.3.2

IR.3.3
IR.3.4

IR.3.5

IR.3.6

IR.3.7
IR.3.8
IR.3.9
IR.4
IR.4.1
IR.4.2

Requirement

9.27.18 Testing Notes
Operators are instructed to
The system shall automatically merge processed Arrow Board information with a matched
leave the event. New
existing IRIS incident event to provide additional or updated information within the existing
information would
IRIS incident event.
supersede.
The system shall automatically ingest new Arrow Board information for a lane closure into IRIS will not create an event
IRIS as a new incident event.
for a shoulder closure.
The system shall automatically link the nearest CCTV camera with the IRIS incident event in
the information provided to RTMC operators.
The system shall allow RTMC operators to edit IRIS incident events in IRIS, as needed, such
that edits are not automatically overwritten by subsequent updates from incident feed data,
except when updated information regarding a change in location or display status is
received.
The system shall allow RTMC operators to delete an incident event, as necessary. RTMC
operators may delete the downstream Arrow Board-related incident event and update
information in the upstream Arrow Board-related incident event to indicate multiple lanes
are closed when a multiple-lane closure is identified, based on the use of multiple Arrow
Boards in close proximity that are reporting the same directional arrow and facing the same
direction. RTMC operators may delete a duplicate incident event that was previously,
manually entered.
The system shall determine that the Arrow Board-related incident event is no longer active
after not receiving information from the associated incident ID in the incident feed.
The system shall automatically close an IRIS incident event when the incident ID no longer
appears in the incident feed, signifying that the lane closure is no longer active.
The system shall archive IRIS incident event data generated from the Arrow Board Reporting
System in the IRIS event database.

Met?

NO

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

The system shall provide the most recent Arrow Board-related updates to RTMC operators as IRIS incident events.
The system shall provide all Arrow Board-related information regarding lane closures to
RTMC operators as associated IRIS incident events.
The system shall automatically notify RTMC operators of the initial activation of an Arrow
Board device as a transparent pin on the IRIS map interface, signifying a new IRIS incident
event that has not been visually verified.
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Requirements Checklist for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.4.3

IR.4.4

IR.4.5
IR.4.6

Requirement
The system shall represent the IRIS incident event associated with an Arrow Board device on
the IRIS map interface as a standard pin after an RTMC operator clicks on the transparent
pin to view the IRIS incident event information and confirm the event.
The system shall automatically update the IRIS incident event information and location of
the associated icon to provide RTMC operators the most recent Arrow Board-related lane
closure information upon selecting the associated IRIS incident event icon on the IRIS map
interface.
The system shall provide the most recent Arrow Board-related updates regarding lane
closures to RTMC operators as an incident event map layer on the IRIS user interface.
The system shall remove the pin of the IRIS incident event when the event has closed,
signifying that the Arrow Board device is determined to be inactive and the lane closure has
ended.

9.27.18 Testing Notes

Met?

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

IR.4.7

The system shall provide location information as part of the IRIS incident event.

-

YES

IR.4.8

The system shall provide current lane closure status as part of the IRIS incident event.

Only AB left or AB right

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

The system shall provide the timestamps of the provided data as part of the IRIS incident
event.
The system shall allow RTMC operators to post a message to upstream DMS about the lane
IR.4.10
closure event based on the IRIS incident event generated from Arrow Board information.
The system shall require the RTMC operator to monitor the IRIS incident event on the IRIS
IR.4.11 map interface in order to edit or remove any DMS message posted about the lane closure
event, as necessary.
IR.4.9

IR.5
IR.5.1

IR.5.2

The system shall make Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data available for CARS.
The system shall make all data from Arrow Board-related IRIS incident events available to
CARS when the IRIS incident event is created and each time it is updated with new
information, including lane closure status and latitude/longitude information for a mobile
work zone.
The system shall make Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data available to CARS,
which includes incident ID, Arrow Board latitude/longitude, roadway and direction, and
event description of lane closed and road work.
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Requirements Checklist for IRIS
Req. ID

IR.5.3
IR.5.4
IR.6
IR.6.1
IR.6.2
IR.6.3
IR.6.4
IR.6.5

Requirement
9.27.18 Testing Notes
The system shall include a data item with the Arrow Board-related IRIS incident event data
for CARS that indicates when the RTMC operator has visually verified and confirmed the
Arrow Board-related incident event.
The system shall publish an updated event for CARS when the Arrow Board-related incident Disappears from incident
event has ended.
feed.

Met?

YES
YES

The system shall store and provide historical IRIS incident event data when queried.
The system shall archive processed Arrow Board Reporting System data that is reported in
IRIS incident events within the IRIS incident event database.
The system shall provide historical Arrow Board-related lane closure data from IRIS incident
events for MnDOT staff queries via a database access tool.
The system shall allow staff to query and view the historical data by staff-selected road
segment, and IRIS incident event ID.
The system shall provide historical lane closure details, including closure start location, start
and end time and duration, direction of lane closure, Arrow Board status, highway
designation, and related IRIS incident events.
The system shall allow for configuring how long archived data is retained.
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Table 5: Requirements Checklist for CARS

Requirements Checklist for CARS
Req. ID

CA.1
CA.1.1
CA.1.2

Requirement

The system shall be capable of accessing processed Arrow Board Reporting System data
provided by IRIS.
The system shall be capable of receiving data describing the Arrow Board-related incident
event, including incident ID, Arrow Board latitude/longitude, roadway and direction, and
event description of lane closed and road work.

The system shall be capable of receiving data describing whether the RTMC operator has
visually verified and confirmed the Arrow Board-related incident event.

CA.1.4

The system shall directly access and ingest the Arrow Board Reporting System status data
provided by IRIS at a system-configurable rate (e.g., every two minutes).

CA.2.1

CA.2.2

CA.2.3

Met?

The system shall be capable of receiving Arrow Board Reporting System status data.

CA.1.3

CA.2

9.27.18 Testing Notes

-

YES

-

YES

MnDOT agreed to not
include a phrase if it was
verified or confirmed for
the public-facing report.
Capability is available in
system configurations if it
is desired in the future.
Every 2 minutes. This
polling rate could be
increased to a more
frequent interval to get
information out to the
public more quickly.

YES

YES

The system shall prepare processed Arrow Board Reporting System information for ingest to CARS.
CARS uses the IRIS ID to
The system shall be able to match the incident ID in Arrow Board information received from
assign the unique ID in its
IRIS to existing CARS incident events.
own database.
The system may match the incident feed data with an existing, manually-entered CARS
CARS has the ability to find
incident event that represents the same lane closure, based on location and event time
a nearby event and won’t
information.
push the information.
The system shall automatically merge processed Arrow Board information with a matched
existing CARS incident event, if that event was previously generated via Arrow Board data, to provide additional or updated information within the existing CARS incident event.
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Requirements Checklist for CARS
Req. ID

CA.2.4

CA.2.5

CA.2.6

CA.2.7
CA.2.8

CA.2.9

Requirement
9.27.18 Testing Notes
The system shall automatically ingest new Arrow Board information received from IRIS
regarding lane closures into CARS as a new incident event when no existing incident event is identified as a match.
The system shall include as part of the CARS incident event: Arrow Board location as route,
direction and mileposts associated with the nearest cross-street or intersection based on
latitude/longitude data; begin time of the CARS incident event; and description to include
lane closed, indicate it is a road work activity, and indicate it is a mobile road work activity,
when applicable.
Operators can review the
event or update the event
The system shall allow CARS users to edit CARS incident events in CARS, as needed, such
and tell the system to
that subsequent automatic updates from IRIS will not replace the manual edits.
continue to update
automatically.
The system shall allow CARS users to delete a previously, manually-entered CARS incident
event, as needed, when it is not automatically matched to an Arrow Board-related incident event.
The system shall automatically close a CARS incident event when notified by IRIS that the
lane closure is no longer active based on updated Arrow Board information.
CARS waited two cycles to
update which created a
longer delay from the time
The system shall automatically compare the previous two latitude/longitude points provided
the event started. The
by IRIS to calculate an estimated speed of the Arrow Board. The estimated speed must be
system will be modified to
greater than a configurable minimum value before the system will identify it as a mobile
one cycle to reduce the
work zone for reporting purposes.
delay time that the event
shows in CARS for a mobile
lane closure.
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Requirements Checklist for CARS
Req. ID

9.27.18 Testing Notes
Smart AB from Street
The system shall automatically compare the previous two latitude/longitude points provided Smart does include speed
CA.2.10 by IRIS to calculate an estimated speed of the Arrow Board. The estimated speed must be
and it could be included in
less than a configurable maximum value for the system to import it as an event.
the incident feed to IRIS
and then to CARS.
The system shall allow for different minimum and maximum speed thresholds for different
CA.2.11
conditions, such as roadway type, that can be configured as needed.

CA.3
CA.3.1

CA.3.2
CA.3.3
CA.4
CA.4.1
CA.4.2

Requirement

Met?

YES

YES

The system shall prepare processed Arrow Board Reporting System data in CARS for 511 traveler information systems.
Screenshots illustrate
The system shall automatically use the information in CARS incident events that is imported
reports on the 511
from IRIS incident events and generated by the Arrow Board system to create new traveler
YES
website, twitter, and the
information reports for 511.
511 app.
The system shall automatically update an existing Arrow Board-generated traveler
information report in 511 when the associated IRIS incident event is updated based on new YES
Arrow Board information, including location and event information.
The system shall automatically close an event in 511 when the associated IRIS incident event
YES
is closed, indicating that the lane closure is no longer active.
The system shall provide the most recent Arrow Board-related updates regarding lane closures to CARS users on demand as CARS
incidents.
The system shall automatically generate incident events based on Arrow Board-imported
YES
data in the CARS operator interface, for CARS operators to see and review.
The system shall always display the latest imported Arrow Board-related updates as incident
YES
events in the CARS user interface.

CA.4.3

The system shall provide location information as part of the CARS incident event.

-

YES

CA.4.4

The system shall provide current lane closure status as part of the CARS incident event.

-

YES

CA.4.5

The system shall provide the timestamps of the imported data as part of the CARS incident
event.

-

YES
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7.0 Integration and Deployment Issues and Modifications
The following bullets describe a few overall integration and deployment issues and modifications made
to address the issue.
•
•

•
•

The GPS antennae were originally located inside the Street Smart arrow board monitoring units,
however due to reception issues external antennae were installed.
There were challenges with coordination and scheduling of the arrow board monitoring units on
the arrow board trucks and trailers. The arrow boards were in use and working to schedule the
installation when they were not in use was challenging.
Each installation of the arrow board monitoring unit took more than expected since each MnDOT
maintenance truck is wired slightly differently.
The CARS importer had to be modified to match the route names from the IRIS feed (e.g. IRIS
reported an incident on “U.S. 52”, but CARS-locations knew it as “US 52”).

8.0 Summary
Overall, the testing conducted on September 27, 2018 was successful in demonstrating the integration
(Arrow Board to Smart AB to IRIS to CARS) of arrow board status information displayed in real-time on
MnDOT 511. The system was tested for both a stationary lane closure and a mobile lane closure. In both
cases it took 2 to 3 minutes for the event to display on 511 from the time the arrow board was turned on.
There were only a few requirements that were not met during the testing, however the reasons the
requirements were not met was documented in the above sections and did not alter the overall goal of
the project.
During the testing, there was discussion and suggestions of enhancements to consider if future phases of
the project are funded. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add delay monitoring to arrow board events; historical archive of delays resulting from lane
closures could be used to assess traffic impacts
Attach lane closure plans to IRIS or CARS events
Configure the "4 corners" status to create shoulder closure events in IRIS and CARS
Merge or aggregate events in CARS to handle multiple arrow boards for a single roadwork
Auto-import arrow board events to ramps and loops
Modify CARS to update after two cycles to one cycle to reduce the delay time that the event
shows in CARS for a mobile lane closure
Add the caution state to the incident feed from Smart AB

Since the completion of the testing, MnDOT has turned the system live such that those MnDOT
maintenance vehicles and trailers that have been installed with the arrow monitoring units are displaying
arrow board status when activated on MnDOT’s 511 website, mobile app, and twitter feeds.
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